Motion for organisations, party and union branches etc
Campaign for a National Care Support and Independent
Living Service (NaCSILS)1








England’s social care is broken. 26% fewer people are supported than in 2010, while demand
soars
People face isolation, indignity, maltreatment, neglect, barriers to inclusion and
independent living
Care is marketised and privatised. Many small providers have folded; care homes are
increasingly managed by unstable corporates and hedgefunds that often deliver poor care in
large institutional settings while extracting massive offshore profits.
Disabled and elderly people who need social care and support face high charges, leaving
thousands in poverty
Care and support doesn’t reflect users’ needs or wishes
Staff wages, training and conditions are at rock bottom – turnover exceeds 30%
8 million unpaid, overworked family carers, including children and elderly relatives, provide
vital support

This (organisation/party branch/union branch etc) demands the Government
establish and new National Care, Support and Independent Living Service
(NaCSILS) which is:








Publicly funded, free at the point of use
Publicly provided, not for profit
Nationally mandated but designed and delivered locally
Co- produced with service users and democratically accountable
Underpinned by staff whose pay & conditions reflects true value and skills
Designed to meet the needs of informal carers
And sets up a taskforce on independent living

_______________________________________________________________________________

1

This campaign was founded jointly by Keep Our NHS Public (KONP) and the Socialist Health
Association (SHA). It has wideranging support from many organisations and individuals. For more
information on the campaign,see: https://www.sochealth.co.uk/ & https://keepournhspublic.com/

#NILSS @Bob Williams-Findlay answers the question "What's the difference
between social care and independent living". Find out more, visit NILSS page
on the ROFA website ow.ly/JuVj50C8jKL You can also join the #NILSS
campaign by signing up here ow.ly/dYFp50C8jKM pic.twitter.com/gfs6…

From Tony O’Sullivan to Everyone: 07:11 PM
APSE - https://www.apse.org.uk/apse/ Association for Public Service
Excellence - hope that is correct Heather

for 7 demands visit: https://keepournhspublic.com/campaigns/social-carecampaign/

International collaboration B Mukhopadhyay Canada
https://fb.me/e/4VI5EapAV

Sort of. a transitional demand, also something that Local Government could
start doing. Cornwall Council, LIb-Dem/Independent Control 4 Labour
members of 123, has both implemented Unison's Ethical Care Charter and
has begun insourcing some care homes.

